
Flareon crochet free pattern – 53 stitches 

 

 

You will need: 

3.00 mm crochet hook 

Orange/red yarn 

cream/yellow coloured yarn 

dark blue or black felt 

2 x 10.00mm safety eyes 

metal brush / pet brush 

yarn needle 



polyester filling 

glue 

HEAD 

1. (in Orange/Red) MR 6 (6) 

2. [ inc ]x 6 (12) 

3. [ inc, sc ]x 6 (18) 

4. sc, [ inc, sc 2 ]x 5, inc, sc (24) 

5. [ inc, sc 3 ]x 6 (30) 

6. sc 2, [ inc, sc 4 ]x 5, inc, sc 2 (36) 

7-10. sc 36 (36) 

11. [ inc, sc 5 ]x 6 (42) 

12-13. sc 42 (42) 

14. [ dec, sc 5 ]x 6 (36) 

15. sc 2, [ dec, sc 4 ]x 5, dec, sc 2 (30) 

16. [ dec, sc 3 ]x 6 (24) 

Finish off, leaving a tail long enough to attach to the body later. Insert the safety 

eyes between rows 11 and 12, with approximately 7 stitches between them. 

BODY 

1. (in Orange/Red) MR 6 (6) 

2. [ inc ]x 6 (12) 

3. [ inc, sc ]x 6 (18) 

4. sc, [ inc, sc 2 ]x 5, inc, sc (24) 

5. [ inc, sc 3 ]x 6 (30) 

6-8. sc 30 (30) 

9. [ dec, sc 3 ]x 6 (24) 

10. sc 24 (24) 

11-12. (in Cream/Yellow) sc 24 (24) 



Finish off, no tail necessary. 

LEG (make 2) 

1. (in Orange/Red) MR 6 (6) 

2. [ inc, sc ]x 3 (9) 

3-6. sc 9 (9) 

Finish off, leaving a tail long enough to attach to the bodylater. 

ARM (make 2) 

1. (in Orange/Red) MR 6 (6) 

2. [ inc, sc 2 ]x 2 (8) 

3-4. sc 8 (8) 

5. dec, sc 6, (7) 

Finish off, leaving a tail long enough to attach to the body later. 

EARS (make 2) 

1. (in Orange/Red) MR 4 (4) 

2. sc 4 (4) 

3. [ inc, sc ]x 2 (6) 

4. sc 6 (6) 

5. [ inc, sc 2 ]x 2 (8) 

6-8. sc 8 (8) 

9. [ inc, sc 3 ]x 2 (10) 

10. [ dec, sc 3 ]x 2 (8) 

11. sc 8 (8) 

12. [ dec, sc 2 ]x 2 (6) 

Finish off, leaving a tail long enough to attach to the head later. Press flat. 



Next, we’re going to cut out the darker insides of Eevee’s ear from dark blue or black 

felt - the choice is up to you, I’ve seen pictures where either colour looks correct. I’ve 

done mine in dark blue because I like the contrast. Simply glue it in place! 

 

TAIL 

1. (in Cream/Yellow) MR 6 (6) 

2. sc 6 (6) 

3. [ inc, sc ]x 3 (9) 

4. [ inc, sc 2 ]x 3 (12) 

5. sc 12 (12) 

6. [ inc, sc 3 ]x 3 (15) 

7. sc 15 (15) 



8. [ inc, sc 4 ]x 3 (18) 

9-10. sc 18 (18) 

11. [ dec, sc ]x 6 (12) 

(stuff tail at this point) 

12. [ dec ] x 6 (6) 

Finish off, leaving a tail long enough to attach to the body later 

And the crocheting part is done! Don’t rest too easy though, there’s still a bit of work 

to go. 

 



Next, stuff the head, body and legs. The tail should already be stuffed, and the arms 

are usually so small that they don’t need it. The ears don’t either - plus we already 

pressed them flat. 

The next step is to fluffify the tail. We’re using the same hook-and-latch technique 

that we did for Eevee’s fluffy collar (and will be recreating later for Flareon’s fluffy 

collar). We’re going around the base of the tail - where it will join to the body later, 

and attaching strands of yarn in the cream/yellow colour to be brushed out. I’ve 

added a bunch of coloured pins to the tail in the picture below to mark where these 

strands will go - you want to make it so that they naturally point towards the tip, so 

insert your hook towards the base of the tail. 

To attach the pieces of yarn to the tail: 

1. Insert your hook into the doll as pictured below. 

2. Fold one of the pieces in yarn in half, and put it on the hook. 

3. Pull the piece of yarn through the stitch. 

4. Grab the tails and pull them through the loop you’ve just created. 

5. Pull the yarn tight, making sure that the piece of yarn is firmly attached. 



 

Eventually you end up with this mop looking thing. Then, grab the metal pet brush or 

fine tooth comb and go to town brushing that yarn out until it is nice and fuzzy. 

Usually you’ll end up with a lot of leftover fluff in the bristles of the comb - don’t throw 

that out. We’re going to use it to make Flareon’s hairdo next. 



 

Once the tail is sufficiently fluffy, you can smooth it and twist it to help it keep it’s 

shape. At this point you could hairspray it to help maintain shape, glue the crocheted 

part of the tail and then smooth the fluff over the yarn. I usually prefer to take a 

felting needle and poke it a little bit to help keep it in place - not too much, I don’t 

mind if it’s a little wild. 

At this point, you want to attach the ears to the head, because next comes the 

slightly tricky part - getting Flareon’s cool hairdo sorted. Leafeon had a similar sort of 

hair-think happening as well, but I tried something new this time. Flareon’s head-fluff 

is entirely needle felted on. 

http://53stitches.tumblr.com/post/147122690902/i-promised-this-guy-a-couple-of-weekends-ago-so


I took the leftover fluff from the tail and rolled it between my hands quickly to 

compress it and give it an almond shape. In the picture below, the shape I’ve 

created is on the left, and the unshaped fluff is on the right.  

 

I basically got the felting needle, pinned the shaped felt into place, and then poked 

away, moving and shaping the fluff as I went to get the look that I wanted. Then I 

turned another bit of loose fluff into the almond shape and added to the volume. I 

tried to get a video of this, since it’s pretty hard to show in pictures - hopefully this 

will help, you can see me making it up as I go along. 



 

 

The video has no sound, in case you think your speakers are broken haha. 

If you find you’re having trouble creating the shape you like on Flareon’s head this 

way, you could try and recreate the style I did for Leafeon - attaching the strands like 

we did for the tail and then brushing them out and shaping. I find needle felting it is a 

little nice to look at, but probably a bit more fragile as well - it can come off with a 

firm tug or two. 

That’s it for the fluff (for now!), now it’s time for assembly. I like to pin all of the body 

pieces together to help position them and get an idea of where to sew them. I’ve had 

a few people ask how I attach the limbs on my doll, so I’ll point you to 



the PlanetJune tutorial on the subject - this is how I try to do. Sometimes I get lazy 

and it’s not quite as neat and organised haha. 

 

 

I usually attach them in this order: legs to body, arms to body, tail to body, ears to 

head, and finally, head to body. Be careful when you’re joining the head and the 

body - I found the tail was a bit difficult and kept getting caught by my needle, so just 

watch out for that. 

http://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.planetjune.com%2Fbasicjoin&t=NjA0NDBmZTc4ZDdhZGRlMDZiNGYwYTczZDc1ZDdhOGJlYjM2YWM1MCw1TnpOR04wZA%3D%3D&b=t%3A1RpGltnXrVlxWalR9BEcWA&p=https%3A%2F%2F53stitches.tumblr.com%2Fpost%2F149313177102%2Fi-dont-think-ive-had-anything-come-close-to-the&m=1


 

For the last bit of fluff, you’ll need 24 lengths of the cream/yellow yarn. We’re 

basically going to attach one of the pieces to every stitch around Flareon’s neck - 

just like for the Eevee pattern. If you want SUPER fluff, feel free to add even more 

pieces. Try making some diagonal, so that it covers a little more of the neck. 



 

Attach all the pieces and go at it again with the brush. You could also do this part 

with the leftover fluff like we did for the head - I haven’t tried it, maybe next time. I’ll 

usually go back in with a felting needle for the collar as well to tame it a little bit. 

 

Aaaand done! I think this has been my favourite Eeveelution so far, and I’m definitely 

getting that impression from you guys as well. Hope you like her, have fun!~ 

 


